"Birk fired his weapon within four seconds of issuing the commands for Williams to drop the knife. The bullets struck Williams’s right side, indicating that he was not facing the officer at the time of the shooting...."

GUILTY OF BEING AN INDIAN—pg. 22
"We were finally able to take our rightful place in the family of nations, be recognized for our valuable contributions to humankind, and be involved in the international arena as full participants with self-determination and Treaty Rights."

Chief Wilton Littlechild A VOICE FOR THE UNHEARD—pg. 26
Indians were literally dying while they waited to be seen by a doctor at overcrowded Indian hospitals. God help urban Indians, because the hospitals wouldn’t. If you were from South Dakota and got sick while in Albuquerque, chances were the hospital would tell you to go home to be treated.

Dean Chavers  ALCATRAZ WAS NOT AN ISLAND — pg. 32
"The [show's] tone is set early as Diane Sawyer calls the Lakota 'hidden' and 'forgotten.' It's as if Americans wanted to help the Indians all along, but couldn't find them. In reality, words like neglected, scorned or betrayed would work just as well. But those would shift the blame from the Indians to the white man, and Sawyer doesn't appear to want that."

Rob Schmidt  POVERTY PORN IN "CHILDREN OF THE PLAINS"—pg. 4
"For New Mexico’s indigenous people, Occupy means 500 years of forced occupation of their lands, resources, cultures, power and voices.... A big chunk of the 99 percent has been served pretty well by that arrangement. A smaller chunk hasn’t."

evergreen2 (UN) OCCUPY AMERICA! —pg. 20